Citing a Book Chapter or Section Reprinted in an Anthology from an Online Database in *NoodleTools*

**Citation Clues:**
Look for “Originally published as” within the source citation

**Source Clues for Books:**
- Look for an *editor*
- Look for a *copyright year*

Click the info button for help in analyzing the source citation
Under Sources, Click + Create new citation
Select database.
Select "Reprinted Article"
This source was originally printed in a Book.
Citation has 3 Containers:

- Database
- Book
- Reprint or Excerpt
- Anthology
Use the pull-down menu to select the database.
Copy/paste permalink from database.

**Right-click** tutorial below and **open in a new tab** for directions.
Contributor(s) to Original Book

Note: If you have more than one author, click “Add another contributor” for each.

Source Citation

Title of Reprinted Book Section

Source Citation

Title of Book

Source Citation
Page Numbers of Section in the Book

Source Citation
Anthology information is before "Originally published as"
Reprint or Excerpt?

- **Reprint or excerpt?**
  - **Reprint**

- **Title of section/work in the anthology (if different than original title):**

- **Pages of the work in the anthology:**
  - **Start**
  - **End**

- **Contributors to the anthology as a whole:**
  - **Role**
  - **First name**
  - **Middle name**
  - **Last name or group**
  - **Suffix**

- **Title of anthology or multivolume work:**

- **Title of volume in multivolume set (if individually titled):**
  - **Volume:**
  - **Total # volumes:**

- **Publisher:**
  - **Year:**

- **Publication city (if needed):**

- **Edition:**

- **Series name:**
  - **Series number:**

---

Assume you have a full reprint unless the introduction to the article states that it is an excerpt.
Source Citation
Contributor(s) to the Anthology

Contributor(s) to the Anthology as a whole
Add names and roles in the same order shown in the source. Use suffixes like Jr. and if but omit titles like Queen, Dr., PHD and Sr. Advanced help.

Source Citation
Source Citation
Series Name

Contributors to the anthology as a whole:
- Role: Editor
- First name: Roman
- Last name or group: Espejo

Title of anthology or multivolume work:
Policing the Internet

Title of volume in multivolume set (if individually titled):

Publisher:
Greenhaven Press

Year:
2012

Publication city (if needed):

Edition:

Series name:
At Issue

Annotation

Source Citation
Write a brief annotation evaluating the source and explaining its value to your research.

See Annotation Generator for help!
Andrew Schrock is a doctoral student at the University of Southern California's Annenberg School for Communication & Journalism; danah boyd is a visiting researcher at Harvard University's Law School, adjunct associate professor at the University of New South Wales, and senior researcher at Microsoft Research.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthology/Collection</td>
<td>&quot;Traditional Forms of Bullying Remain a More Prevalent and Serious Problem.&quot; Cyberbullying, edited by Louise L. Gersds, Greenhaven, 2012. At Issue. Gale Opposing Viewpoints in Context, ic.galegroup.com/ic/covic/ViewpointsDetailsPage/ViewpointsDetailsWindow?disableHighlighting=false&amp;displayGroup=Viewpoints&amp;curPage=&amp;scandId=&amp;query=&amp;prodId=OVIC&amp;search_within_results=&amp;sp=OVIC&amp;mode=view&amp;catId=&amp;limitor=&amp;display-variables=&amp;displayGroups=All&amp;contentModules=&amp;action=edn&amp;bdy=&amp;&amp;documentId</td>
<td>Sweeney, Susan M</td>
<td>Created: 09/13/12 03:01 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Click “In-text reference” for help in creating a parenthetical citation.
Examine the source citation at the end of the article to determine the proper citation type.
Source Citation


Original source information is after “Originally published as”

Source Clues for Books:
• Look for a publisher: Press, Company, Books, House, Publishers
• Look for an editor
• Look for a copyright year
If you are not sure about the source, search for the original source as an **exact phrase** using Google Advanced Search.
Analyze your results. You may need to click on a link to determine the source.
Enhancing Child Safety & Online Technologies is a book published by Berkman.
Click the icon below to return to the *NoodleTools* Tutorial